
5
FATAL MISTAKES 

AMATEUR   
GOLFERS MAKE

 Which Keeps Them 
Frustrated and Inconsistent



Introduction 
Dear Amateur Golfer,


The first thing l want to say is “none of these mistakes are your fault.” You are 
doing everything with the best of intentions you’ve been taught or learned to 
get better. 


You go and practice, play every week if you can, read and watch lots of swing 
tips either in magazines or online, even seek out the help of a professional 
coach. 


You might see some improvement for a week or two, but then the same old 
feelings and frustrations return like they never went away.


These 5 mistakes you have likely never read, seen, or been taught from a 
coach when getting lessons.


They have everything to do with how and what you think, how you practice 
that affects how you play on the course, and how you accept failure.


Topics that are rarely discussed because even most coaches don’t know 
about them.


Being aware of these mistakes will open your mind and game to new 
possibilities, reducing your frustration and having you enjoy the game more 
than ever.  


Regards, Adam Taylor 

Head Coach - Golf School Indonesia
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1. 
You’re A Hostage To Your 
Memory 
Each time you attach a negative emotion to a bad shot or a missed putt, 
you’re training your brain to remember and recall that event when you’re in a 
similar position in the future.


This is called anchoring. 


The strongest memories that we have as humans are ones with a great deal of  
emotions attached to them. Such as weddings, birthdays, birth of a child, 
losing a job, death of a loved one, falling off a bike and so on.


And we are wired to remember negative emotions and feelings a lot more that 
positive ones. And this is especially true of golfers. 


Think back over your last round, how may bad shots or bad holes can you 
recall?…


Now try and remember the good shots you played… Probably a little harder to 
recall right?


Having observed many types of golfers over many years, from juniors to 
professionals, the most common thing l see is how hard they are on 
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themselves when they hit a bad shot, have a high score on a hole or have a 
high score round.  


They say and believe the worst things about themselves. From being stupid, 
hopeless, “l always mess up,” a failure, humiliation, to throwing clubs, and on 
and on. 


They carry these feelings and thoughts to the next shot, the next hole, for the 
rest of the round, when they finish that round, when they go home or go to 
work, and even to the next round they play.


Now think about your emotional reaction when you hit a good shot. Do you 
reward yourself? Do you say to yourself good shot, a silent ‘Yes’, or show 
some outward emotion like a fist pump, or even be happy?


I’ve seen players hit great drives, beautiful bunker shots or hole super long 
putts and never show any positive emotion at all. 


It’s like what they just did was nothing special at all. They are just waiting until 
the moment they mess things up again.
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2. 
You Think About What You 
Don’t Want 
You get to your shot and these thoughts start entering your head:


• Don’t hit it right!

• Don’t hit it in the bunker!

• Don’t top it!

• Don't 3 putt again! 


And then what happens? Exactly what you didn’t want to happen! Here’s a little 
experiment l want you to do. (It was also in the movie ‘Inception’ starring 
Leonardo DiCaprio from a few years back.) 


I’m going to ask you to NOT think about elephants…


Did an image or a thought of an elephant just pop into your head even though l 
asked you to not think about them? 


You see your brain has just focused on the key word, elephant, and deleted the 
‘not’. Just like when you’re thinking to yourself don’t hit it in the water, your 
brain only focuses on the key word, water.


The next time you play, count how many times you think ‘don’t’ before a shot. 
You might be surprised how often you do it and where your ball goes.



3. 
You Only Practice The One 
Way 

Having observed a lot of players practice over many years, one thing stands 
out the most. The way they practice has no resemblance to the way the game 
is played.  


And mostly this is the fault of the golf industry. The way driving ranges are 
built, and golf coaches only focusing on coaching swing technique.


Hitting ball after ball with the same club, usually with clubs they already hit 
well, to the same target. This is what’s called ‘block’ practice.


Now block practice needs to be done if your making a technique adjustment, 
or if you’re learning a new skill so in the future you can do it without 
consciously thinking about it. Like tying your shoe laces, brushing your teeth 
or driving a car, it becomes automatic.


The danger behind doing it too much is that it gives you false confidence. 


Meaning you can hit it great in practice when there is no pressure, but as soon 
as you get to the course, the old habits and thoughts and feelings come 
rushing back. 


Sound familiar?
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Think about the way you hit balls in practice, compared to when you hit a ball 
on the course. Notice any differences? 


There is always a different target, you’re performing a pre-shot routine, the 
ground is probably not level, and of course having one ball means loads of 
pressure right?


Here’s some quick questions for you? 


• Do you ever include your pre-shot routine when you hit balls in practice? 


• Do you ever pick out random targets for each shot? 


• Do you change clubs every few shots you hit?


If you answered no to any of these questions, then you’re not preparing 
yourself to play your best on the course.
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4. 
You Always Blame Your 
Technique  
You hit a bad drive, or chunk your iron shot, or miss that 3 foot putt and 
immediately think it must have been the swing mechanics alone that let you 
down.


This is so common amongst coaches and tv commentators no wonder most 
golfers think the same way. Every time a player hits a bad shot they analyse 
his or her swing looking for the smallest flaw in their technique to fully explain 
their bad shot.


And you stand there after your bad shot thinking why it went wrong and re-
doing the swing or the putt analysing your own mechanics.


Obviously the end result was a change in your technique, but what’s always 
overlooked is what was the interference that caused that to happen?


Were you thinking about what you ‘didn’t’ want to happen? Were you thinking 
about 5 swing thoughts as you addressed the ball? Were you thinking about 
the result and not the process? Maybe you were thinking about the short putt 
you missed 2 rounds ago?


Constantly thinking a poor shot is solely the result of a breakdown in 
mechanics only makes you become more paralysed by swing thoughts which 
just leads to even more frustration.
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5. 
You Can’t Accept The 
Outcome 
The most common thing I hear from 
golfers is they want to play 
consistent golf. 


But the reality is that golf is a game 
played in a chaotic, unpredictable 
and constantly changing environment 
with a high probability of mistakes 
occurring. 


Most of the time it’s being taught and 
learned as if you never make them. 


But there are so many variables that 
can and do occur that affect the 
success or failure of a shot. 


The lie of the ball, the slope of the 
ground, the wind, your thoughts, an 
unlucky or lucky bounce, pressure.
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But so many amateur golfers (and even a lot of pro’s) are trying to play the 
perfect game, expect every shot to go where they want and to never make a 
mistake.


Accepting that you will make mistakes during a round is extremely important. 
Even the best players in the world know that they will only hit a few shots 
each round exactly where they wanted to go.


Every time we swing the club, or swing the putter we are making a slightly 
new motion, one that has never been done before. 


So, if you can never accept the outcome of your shots, you’ll only ever look 
at your bad shots as punishment or confirmation of your failings.



CLAIM YOUR FREE GOLF 
IMPROVEMENT BLUEPRINT AND 

HIT YOUR BALL BETTER, 
STRAIGHTER AND LONGER 

( WORTH RP 970,000 ) 

CLAIM YOUR FREE 30-MINUTE 
STRATEGY SESSION

Getting the things in this report right is the only way you will develop the 
skills to play better golf. If you’re serious about really improving your golf - 
your contact - your direction - your distance - your short game - your scoring, 
you must address these five things. If you’re not, then you’re probably very 
frustrated with parts of your game and scoring higher than you should. 

I’ve given you what you need to know to get on the right path. But if you have 
any questions, or would like help implementing any of the areas above, get in 
touch today. Even better, for a limited time we’re offering you a 30-minute 
strategy session where we’ll discuss your golf goals and challenges and draw 
up a Golf Improvement Blueprint for you for free.


Claim your no-obligation 30 minute strategy session now and get your Rp970,000 
custom Golf Improvement Blueprint, FREE! 

WARNING: Before you claim your free strategy session you must understand 
that this is only for people serious about improving their golf for long term 
improvement. If you’re not ready for that please don’t waste our time.


But if you are ready to kick your game into overdrive and reduce your 
frustration book your FREE strategy session call now.

https://free-30-minute-strategy-session.golfschoolindonesia.id/
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